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stract
e study the impact of highly correlated image content on the estimated photo response

non-uniformity PRNU of a sensor unit and its impact on the sensor identification per-
formance ased on eight pu licly availa le finger vein datasets we show formally and
e perimentally that the nature of finger vein imagery can cause the estimated PRNU to
e iased y image content and lead to a fairly ad PRNU estimate uch ias can cause

a false increase in sensor identification performance depending on the dataset compo-
sition ur results indicate that independent of the iometric modality e amining the
uality of the estimated PRNU is essential efore the sensor identification performance

can e claimed to e good

PRNU stimation
or a set of 𝑁 grayscale images {𝐼1, ..., 𝐼𝑁} ∈ ℝ𝑤×ℎ captured with the same sensor the
residual noise matri 𝑊𝑘 ∈ ℝ𝑤×ℎ for each image 𝐼𝑘 where 𝑘 ∈ {1, ..., 𝑁} is e tracted
𝐼 (0)

𝑘 ∈ ℝ𝑤×ℎ denotes the true scene image that would e captured in the a sence of
imperfections distortions such as dar current shot noise etc ince 𝐼 (0)

𝑘 is un nown in
practice it can only e appro imated y 𝐹(𝐼𝑘) where 𝐹 is some denoising function

𝑊𝑘 = 𝐼𝑘 − 𝐼0
𝑘

≈ 𝐼𝑘 − 𝐹(𝐼𝑘)
he sensor PRNU𝐾 is estimated using a imum i elihood stimation as shown

in n Note that all matri operations are understood element-wise
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Characteristics of finger vein imagery
o o tain a good PRNU estimate images should e hi it high luminance a smooth im-
age content and they should not e correlated oo ing at the sample images in ig
unveils that these assumptions only hold in certain image regions n the contrary im-
ages often e hi itwhatwe call characteristic structures hese are regionswith edge-li e
structures such as the finger positioning apparatus or a prominent illumination pattern
which occur in every image of a dataset

Figure 1: ample images of three different finger vein datasets he arrows mar sample regions which
we e pect to e hi it characteristic structures

ypes of image regions and their properties
o study the impact of regions e hi iting different characteristics on the sensor identifi-
cation performance we manually defined a set of e ually si ed image regions ×
pi els and categori ed them into one out of the following five region types

Fingervein (FV) - Region mostly contains finger vein tissue
Background (BG) - ostly contains strongly varying non-finger vein content
Static (ST) - Contains characteristic structures that occur at the same pi el position
Semi Static (SS) - Contains a characteristic structure ut its location varies slightly
All Black (AB) - No image content Pi els are uniformly lac in almost every image

Figure 2: isuali ation of the different image regions Color Coding ellow - ingervein Red - ac -
ground agenta - tatic Cyan - emi tatic hite - ll lac

he difficulty of PRNU e traction for finger vein
imagery ormal model

o understand the impact of characteristic structures on the PRNU estimate we have to
ta e a loo at the underlying model of the residual noise 𝑊𝑘 used to derive the PRNU
estimator shown in n he model where Ξ𝑘 ∈ ℝ𝑛×𝑚 represents the sum of all
noise error components of the image 𝐼𝑘 such as the dar current offset or content left-
over in 𝐼𝑘 − 𝐹(𝐼𝑘) is shown in n

𝑊𝑘 = 𝐼𝑘 − 𝐹(𝐼𝑘)
= 𝐼𝑘𝐾 + Ξ𝑘

o derive the estimator it is assumed that Ξ𝑘 can e modelled y hite aussian
Noise N since the content leftover inΞ𝑘 is small compared to the signal 𝐼𝑘𝐾 andΞ𝑘
is independent of 𝐼𝑘𝐾 However this assumption might not hold for areas with charac-
teristic structures in finger vein images s a result it is unreasona le to model Ξ𝑘 y

N he situation gets evenworse if we ta e into account that our characteristic struc-
tures occur in every image at the same position o highlight the pro lemwe denote the
content leftover in 𝐼𝑘 −𝐹(𝐼𝑘) asΨ𝑘 and e clude it from the termΞ𝑘 he resultingmodel
shown in n

𝑊𝑘 = 𝐼𝑘𝐾 + Ξ𝑘 + Ψ𝑘

n can then e rewritten to n y element-wise division through 𝐼𝑘

𝑊𝑘
𝐼𝑘

= (𝐾 + Ψ𝑘
𝐼𝑘

) + Ξ𝑘
𝐼𝑘

s can e seen the term Ψ𝑘
𝐼𝑘

adds to the PRNU 𝐾 ince we e pect Ψ𝑘
𝐼𝑘

to e large and al-
most constant in regions with characteristic structures we can also e pect the PRNU
to e heavily iased y image content

ensor identification performance of different
image regions

o understand the impact of image content on the PRNU fingerprint uality we compare
the sensor identification performance in different image regions each region e hi it-
ing different properties e e pect PRNUs generated from regions with characteristic
structures to falsely outperform regions without such structures in sensor identifica-
tion elow we can see the results for PRNUs generated from the HU- and the

U -H dataset oth datasets e hi it regions with characteristic structures
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Figure 3: ensor identification performance of PR-
NUs generated from the HU- dataset
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Figure 4: ensor identification performance of PR-
NUs generated from the U -H dataset

hat if we choose the wrong image region?
ssuming that we o tained a good estimate of the true sensor PRNU we e pect the cor-

relation of the PRNUwith noise residuals of the source dataset to e high Repeating this
e perimentwith -denoised images we e pect the correlation to decrease strongly
since denoising destroys the residual information However if the PRNU is contami-
nated with characteristic structures non-denoised image the impact of denoising can
e e pected to e low as most of them are preserved in the denoised image

Dataset Finger vein region Full (non-cropped) image

Original Denoised Change Original Denoised Change

THU-FVFDT ↓ ↑ 05.4%
FV-USM ↓ ↓
MMCBNU ↓ ↓
PALMAR ↓ ↓
UTFVP ↓ ↓
HKPU-FV ↓ ↓ 05.7%
IDIAP ↓ ↓

SDUMLA-HMT ↓ ↓

Figure 5: verage normali ed cross correlation score of original and denoised images

s can e seen the relative change in correlation for ull image is much lower than for
inger vein in case of HU- -U H PU- and U -H his indicates

a contamination of the PRNU with image content


